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We now modify the order of May 11, 2007 relating to the filing of briefs and-a

deferred appendix as follows.

The intervenor shall also comply with the order of May 11, 2007 and with this

order with regard to the filing of its brief. That is, the intervenor will file a single original

uncited preliminary brief in accordance with the timetable already in place. In

compliance with this order, intervenor will later file an original and seven copies of a

revised brief that includes appendix citations, which will also be submitted electronically.



Within twenty-one days from the date the uncited preliminary response brief of the

respondents is served, the petitioners shall serve and file a joint appendix in compliance

with Tenth Circuit Rule 30. Because of the size of the appendix, petitioners need only

file a single copy of the appendix with this court. At the same time, petitioners shall

serve and file an original and seven copies of their opening brief but this time, with

appendix page numbers filled in and ordinary cover identification. No substantive

changes may be made from the uncited preliminary brief. At the same time, petitioners

shall also serve and file an original and seven copies of any reply brief that includes

proper appendix citations. All briefs shall also be submitted electronically in

conformance with the court's general order governing electronic submissions.

Within fourteen days after service of the petitioners' appendix, revised opening

briefiand reply brief, respondents (and intervenor) shall serve and file an original and

sevencopies of their response brief but this time, with appendix page numbers filled in

and ordinary cover identification. No substantive changes may be made from the uncited

preliminary briefs. These briefs shall also be submitted electronically in conformance

with the court's general order governing electronic submissions.

Entered for the Court
ELISABETH A. SHUMAKER
Clerk of Court
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